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1. Introduction 

The main objective of this consultancy consisted in the execution of a comparative analysis of integral 
energy solutions in the medium and long term, which contemplates the associated environmental, 
economic and social risks, for the city of Uspallata - Mendoza (Argentina), in order to increase the 
reliability, quality and efficiency of the regional energy supply, reducing costs, decreasing the use of liquid 
fuels and the emissions of greenhouse gases, and aiming at a decarbonization scenario.  

Throughout the development of this study, the following specific objectives were addressed, divided into 
their corresponding stages of development and presentation reports. 

1.1.1. Context Analysis - Demand Projection  

This specific objective constituted Output 2 of the deliverables of this consultancy and refers to the 
context analysis, study and demand projection and evaluation of the available energy resources.  

1.1.2. Pre-feasibility study for demand supply 

This specific objective was developed in Output 3 of the deliverables of this consultancy and consisted of 
the technical, legal and economic Pre-feasibility Study for the supply of energy demand in the area. 

1.1.3. Elaboration of the executive project 

This executive project at the basic engineering level was developed from alternatives that were presented 
in the previous stages, that is, the installation of the LNG storage and regasification plant, its 
corresponding natural gas distribution network and, in addition, a solar energy generation community in 
the district.  

The corresponding pre-feasibility and economic-financial evaluation studies were carried out on various 
cash flows, considering different scenarios for raising awareness of results and the impact of the various 
subsidies involved in the adoption of the alternatives under study. These analyses constitute Output 4 of 
the deliverables of this consultancy. 

1.1.4. Development of the project's final report 

This final report of the project constitutes Output 5 of this study, which compiles the most important 
contents of outputs 2, 3, and 4; along with the presentation of the results obtained and the conclusions 
and recommendations made by the Consultant.  

2. Executive Summary 

2.1. Context Analysis 

In Output 2 of the current consultancy service, the following main topics were developed: 

• Context Analysis - Demand Projection 
o Survey of the energy demand in the area 
o Elaboration of annual consumption curves 
o Annual energy input demand projection by user type over 10 years 

• Survey of potential energy resources to supply Uspallata's demand 
o Analysis of wind power generation potential 
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o Analysis of solar photovoltaic generation potential 
o Analysis of wells that are venting gas in the area 
o Survey and technical analysis of the existing thermal generation plant in the area 

• Projected energy demand scenarios with and without natural gas 

Output 2 was a key milestone of the consultancy project, since it developed multiple context analyses to 
determine the current situation and demand for energy supply in the city of Uspallata, from the different 
sources to which its inhabitants have access, as well as the evaluation of potential other supplies that the 
city may develop.  

Analysis of local demand 
In this stage of the project, field tasks were carried out, as well as technical analysis, engineering and 
information processing. In this sense, a detailed field survey was planned and executed, by means of face-
to-face surveys, which allowed learning and characterizing the consumption of the different energy 
sources in the town, which is presented in full detail in the body of this report. 

For illustrative purposes, the following figure shows the participation of each category in the total daily 
demand for electricity in the city of Uspallata, as it could be characterized based on the information 
collected in the field survey: 

 
Average daily power per category (kW) 

This demand, as well as that of other energy sources, was projected through models disaggregated by 
source type and tariff class. The current base scenario was evaluated, but also a new scenario that 
considers the incorporation of the potential demand for a natural gas network, transported by means of 
a virtual pipeline, that can be developed locally. Not only has the demand for this energy source been 
considered, but also the other demands that today are taken from other energy sources and that could 
migrate to natural gas, given the technical and economic convenience of the latter, and incorporating an 
evaluation of its price elasticity.  

From the comparison of these two scenarios, it was also possible to estimate, in a preliminary way at that 
time, the potential economic and ecological benefits that this new network service could represent for 
the energy supply of the city.  

From the environmental point of view, the carbon footprint of the different demand scenarios was 
estimated in detail, according to the consumption of each of the energy sources under study and their 
different greenhouse gas emission factors. 

Moreover, from the economic point of view, it was possible to evaluate the potential savings that could 
be generated from the substitution of the current energy sources for natural gas, in order to quantify in 
an economic way the resources that could be destined to the payment of the same, by the users. 

Likewise, both analyses were estimated with greater precision in the subsequent outputs 3 and 4, so the 
definitive values obtained in them will be presented later on, directly. 
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Furthermore, at this stage of the project it was possible to develop, with an important degree of detail, 
the study of the potential of the energy resources that could be offered in the district. In this sense, the 
state of the existing electrical assets was evaluated, but the potential of new sources of energy supply 
was also analyzed, either through the provision of natural gas and/or through the reinforcement of the 
energy supply through photovoltaic or wind generation sources. These are detailed below. 

Potential Gas Resources  
The possibility of obtaining natural gas for Uspallata from the wells that, according to the information 
obtained from the National Energy Secretariat ("Secretaría de Energía de la Nación"), were venting gas 
during the year 2019 in the South Neuquén Basin of Mendoza, by field. Data on these vents was requested 
to the operator of these fields, such as daily flow, pressure at the wellhead and gas composition. From 
the answer obtained from YPF, it was concluded that at the moment there is no vented gas available to 
satisfy Uspallata's demand, due to the fact that the operator of the fields has given it another destination, 
or the daily production is much lower than the foreseen consumption. However, in conjunction with 
EMESA, the decision taken was not to disregard this possible source, given that oil and gas production and 
its destination are very changeable depending on the economic and political conditions of the country 
and also on the specific projects that are presented.  

At EMESA's request, the analysis of the Calmuco Field was included in the study, as a source of gas supply 
for Uspallata with good results, since according to the analysis of the tests carried out, it was proven that 
there was very good productivity, wellhead pressure and gas quality, fundamental requirements to be 
considered as a gas source, remaining to determine the gas reserves with new tests.  

The pre-feasibility study considered the possibility of supply from wells in different fields in Malargüe: 
Calmuco, Rincón Amarillo (according to feasibility given by Galileo Technologies, from the surplus NG from 
the Anchoris Thermal Power Plant) and two wells in Cañadón Amarillo which, although there is no gas 
feasibility, they present different NG compositions with variable percentages of contaminants. Below a 
detailed description: 

Fields to be assessed in the virtual pipeline system 

Field Operator Well 

Location Productivi
ty 

Ebp 
pressure 

Status 

x y m3/día Kg/cm2  
Calmuco EMESA X 1002 2431087 5957518 226.400 49.22 Closed 

Rincón Amarillo YPF RA.X-5 2466813 6008059 20.000 20 Producing 

Cañadón Amarillo YPF CAM 1005 2466079 5906716 - - Producing 

Cañadón Amarillo YPF EPS-4 CAM 2466433 5910794 - - Producing 

Source: own elaboration with data from YPF and EMESA 

The result of the analysis carried out by the suppliers of the treatment equipment indicates that they 
cannot treat any type of gas to obtain the requested results, i.e. natural gas in specification according to 
NAG 602. Consequently, it is confirmed that the restrictions indicated in the TOR are adequate, but it is 
also recommended to limit the content of N2, O2 and also the contents of Hydro Sulfuric Acid and 
condensable hydrocarbons (propane, butane and higher) since the presence of these in excess implies a 
greater treatment, increasing costs and in extreme cases, not meeting the specified gas quality.   

 
Source: Own elaboration 

Suggested Restrictions

Unit Máx Content

CO2 Content % 5

N2 Content % 5

H2OContent % 0

O2 Content % 1

SH2 Content ppm 2

liquid HC Content % 6

Component
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Regarding the price of gas at wellhead, after consultations with YPF S.A., the main operator of the 
Malargüe fields, Galileo Technologies, the current supplier of Anchoris Thermal Power Plant from the 
Rincón Amarillo field, and EMESA, the operator of the Calmuco field; the following estimated prices were 
obtained for natural gas from isolated wells: 

Supplier Unit Estimated Price 

YPF 

USD/MMBTU 

1,5 a 2 

Galileo 2,3 

EMESA 1,0 

Source: Own elaboration 

Analysis of the existing thermal generation park 
Other fieldwork carried out consisted of a series of visits and studies for the analysis of the existing 
generation plant at Uspallata, as well as its electric power transmission and distribution system. From the 
visits to the existing thermal generation plant, the following relevant points are highlighted with regard 
to its technical evaluation: 

• The average yield of the set of 5 generation groups installed in the Distribution Center is 33.86%. 
The CO2 emission coefficient of the energy generated by the diesel engines is 0.766 kg CO2/kWh. 

• The nominal installed active power of the set is 3970 kW. All groups are available. 

• The current supply of electricity to the city is limited by the transport capacity of the 13.2 kV line. 
According to information from the Uspallata Distribution Center Operator, the operational limit 
set for dispatching local generators is from the moment the current on the line reaches 120 amp.  

Since the 0.4/13.2 kV busbar scheme allows it (and it is also a set of machines with little use and a good 
level of automation), it is considered that in the future this equipment could be left as a back-up to attend 
essential services of the local distribution network in case there is a service interruption of the line and 
the new generation to be installed is not enough to supply the demand. 

The energy balance has been determined from the available measurements, i.e. the energy measured at 
the output of the 13.2 kV Uspallata feeder (Alvarez Condarco line), the energy generated in 0.4 kV by the 
generators and the energy billed to low and medium voltage users. 

Renewable Resources 
The survey of energy resources from non-conventional renewable sources to supply Uspallata's electricity 
demand shows very favorable results for the development of the solar energy potential, in contrast to 
that of wind origin.  

A relatively homogeneous radiation is observed in the annual history, between 8 and 3 kWh/m2_day, 
with an average annual historical value of 5.44 kWh/m2_day. Based on this flow of solar irradiation, and 
considering a power generation plant of 1 MW of effective installed capacity, an energy generation in the 
order of 2,200 MWh per year would be obtained.  

This would represent about 12.5% of Uspallata's annual electricity demand and 5.5 times the annual 
energy generated locally with Diesel Oil, to supply the energy demand through the 13.2 kV line, from the 
Alvarez Condarco Hydroelectric Power Plant located 75 km away. 

Within the framework of this study and taking into account that the project's strategy is to build national 
capacities to identify, evaluate, develop and transfer environmental technologies, a medium-scale solar 
generation, under a Solar Community scheme, is considered to be the most viable alternative. In this way, 
important economies of scale will be achieved, in addition to allowing the use of the existing electricity 
network without major adaptations.  

It is worth mentioning that the figure of the Solar Community can be considered to be included under the 
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concept of "collective user-generator"1, provided for in Article 8(b) of Provincial Law No. 9084, in the 
segment devoted to the Distributed Energy Resources Regime. The aforementioned Law constitutes a 
clear sign of the will of the provincial regulatory authority to promote this type of settings. 

With regard to the wind potential, and given that there are no specific data available from anemometers 
installed at Uspallata, wind intensity data published by NASA were collected, using the geographical 
coordinates corresponding to a possible location for the installation of wind mills in the area.  

The average value determined for a series of 10 years gave a wind intensity in the order of 4 m/s. This 
value, considered scarce, added to the lack of data obtained from records of anemometric stations that 
determine the intensity, frequency and direction of the winds, allows us to conclude at this stage that the 
wind resource is not applicable to the study in question. 

Finally, it is highlighted that the work carried out in the context analysis (Output 2) allowed the definition 
of complete and detailed information bases, which were used in the following stages of the project in 
order to evaluate the technical, economic and environmental pre-feasibility, for the development of 
different energy scenarios for Uspallata's energy supply. 

2.2. Pre-feasibility for Uspallata's Energy Supply 

From the results obtained in several studies and analyses, related to assessing the technical, legal and 
economic pre-feasibility of the different alternatives and possible energy solutions, for the supply of the 
town of Uspallata, we present below the best solutions studied, to meet the energy demand. The choice 
of the selected alternatives is based on the qualitative and quantitative analyses exposed in the report of 
Output 3. 

2.2.1. Technical Pre-feasibility of Natural Gas Network Supply 

The study foresees that the provision of natural gas to the city of Uspallata will be done through a virtual 
pipeline. The sources of gas considered are isolated gas wells from different fields in the Southern 
Neuquén Basin of Mendoza, including those located in the Calmuco and Rincón Amarillo fields. The gas 
from these wells will be previously treated and liquefied in modular treatment and liquefaction units, then 
it will be transported by trucks with cryogenic tanks to Uspallata where it will be stored in horizontal tanks 
in the liquid state and then, by means of regasification units, it will go to the gaseous state.  

The operating scheme proposed by the two companies consulted that offer the virtual gas pipeline 
(Galileo Technologies and Corven-Agira-Cinergia (hereinafter CAC)) to supply natural gas to Uspallata was 
analyzed. Both have proposed a similar operational scheme, with the provision of adequate equipment 
and technologies of recognized and proven quality, for each of the stages of the virtual gas pipeline; 
although they vary in capacity and quantity of equipment, as shown below. 

STAGES 
GALILEO CORVEN-AGIRA-CINERGIA 

Equipment Capacity Quantity Equipment Capacity Quantity 

Treatment ZPTS Unit 80 Mm3/h 1 Treatment Module 1150 m3/h 1 

Liquefaction CryoTruck 14,4 tn/d 2 StirLNG 4 Cryogenerator 20 tn/d 1 

Storage Field Horizontal Tank 43,5 m3 3 Horizontal Tank 20 m3 1 

Transport LNG or D Truck 43,5 m3 3 LNG Truck 40 m3 2 

Storage Horizontal Tank 43,5 m3 5 Horizontal Tank 40 m3 6 

Regasification 
Nat. Conv. + 

heating 1500 m3/h 2 Nat. Conv. + heating 1500 m3/d 2 

The greater amount of equipment, in general, provides greater supply security, in this aspect Galileo 
shows itself to be in advantage. 

 
1 TN: From the legal figure of the Argentinian Law “Usuario-Generador Comunitario” 
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Delivery conditions: both companies will deliver the gas in the requested conditions: 4 bar and 15 ºC. 

Below are the costs proposed by both providers:     

Costs of the virtual pipeline service 

SUPPLIER GALILEO CORVEN-AGIRA-CINERGIA 

Fields Calmuco Rincón Amarillo Calmuco Rincón Amarillo Cañadón Amarillo  

Wells X1002 RA X5 X1002 RA X5 CAM 1005 

Gas in bp 1 2,3 1 1 1 

Virtual Gas Pipeline 7,55 7,19 11,9 11,9 11,9 

O&M 0,35 0,35 1,6 1,6 1,6 

Total 8,9 9,84 14,5 14,5 14,5 

In the case of Calmuco, the price of natural gas estimated by EMESA has been considered. 

As far as fuel gas for the operation of treatment and liquefaction equipment is concerned, Galileo 
estimates 25% and CAC 20% of the gas produced. 

Both companies require a contractual commitment of 10 years. Galileo indicates a minimum purchase 
volume commitment of 80% of the monthly demand, during each month of the contractual period, based 
on the consumption table calculated by Quantum. While CAC indicates that it guarantees 100% volume 
Take or Pay (TOP) for the entire year, regardless of the curve contracted to supply the Project.  

The last two stages of the virtual gas pipeline Uspallata-Malargüe, are located in the Storage and 
Regasification Plant, which will be located in the city of Uspallata. For its installation, a land of a little more 
than half a hectare has been planned, located on National Route No. 7 km 1160, next to the Customs 
Office (AFIP). 

The selected location meets the necessary requirements, such as: 

• Easy accessibility 

• Outside urban and rural areas 

• Relatively level ground 

• Non-flood zone 

The owner of the land is the Argentine National State, and the Argentine Army has possession and custody 
of it.  

Land proposed for the installation of the Plants 

 
Source: Google Earth 

In this land it has been foreseen the installation of the Storage and Regasification Plant and the 
Chromatography, Measurement and Odorization Plant (CMO), in separate premises since the ownership, 
operation and maintenance of them correspond to different active subjects of the industry, according to 
Article 9 of Law 24076. The former to a Warehouse and the latter to a Distributor or Sub-Distributor. 

The following table indicates the legal responsibility and the teams or stages that make up each one. 
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According to Galileo's proposal, the client must make investments related to the land where the Storage 
and Regasification Plant will be located. 

The estimated cost corresponding to the land conditioning works and construction of reinforced concrete 
plate for storage and regasification and to equipment transfers, installation and start-up, perimeter 
closing and lighting, is shown below. 

 

Distribution Facilities 
The distribution system consists of the Chromatography, Measurement and Odorization Plant (CMO 
Plant) and the distribution network and home services.  

The function of the CMO Plant is to determine the gas quality and the volumes delivered by the Storage, 
to odorize the natural gas and to feed the distribution network. 

No pressure regulation plant is required, since the guaranteed delivery pressure of the gas by the Storage 
is 4 bar and coincides with the design pressure of the distribution network.  

Distribution network: the preliminary design of the integral distribution network was made up of 
polyethylene pipes with a length of 216,000 m of different diameters that will be able to supply 
approximately 3,000 parcels. 

The optimal size of the network that constitutes the first stage was defined (61,775 m and 1,217 home 
services). This covers the largest number of users with the least amount of pipe installation possible. A 
second stage of construction of the network was then determined (10,980 m and 223 home services) to 
achieve the number of users defined according to the expected user incorporation curve, whose 
construction is planned for 2025. 

 

 

Distribution Investments 
Following below is the number of investments corresponding to the distribution facilities for each of the 
construction stages of the distribution network. 

Legal responsibility Title Equipment

LNG Discharge

LNG Storage

LNG Regasification

NG delivery valve

Chromatograph

Measurement System

Odorization System

Outlet valve to the network

Distributor/Sub-Distributor

Chromatography, 

Measurement and 

Odorization Plant

Storage
Storage and 

Regasification Plant

Stage Name Cost Total

Virtual Pipeline 

Galileo Proposal

Land conditioning, stalls, equipment transfer, 

perimeter fence and lighting
131 332 131 332

Investment in USD

Distribution Network

Diameter (mm) 180 125 90 63 50 40 Total

First Stage 6 695 2 655 1 590 7 145 12 725 30 965 61 775

Length (meters)

Distribution Network

Diameter (mm) 180 125 90 63 50 40 Total

Second Stage 0 58 88 5 180 4 098 1 556 10 980

Length (meters)
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Internal Facilities: In-house facilities are the final link in the entire natural gas industry value chain. The 
execution and adaptation of the internal installations is not the responsibility of the Distributors but of 
the owners of the same. 

An average cost between new installation and adaptation of ARS 86,868 (USD 1,321) per home were 
considered to determine an approximate cost of the internal installations. This was due to the small 
difference between the cost of one and the other, according to the budget given by ACEGAM. The total 
number of homes in the First Stage and Second Stage (1,440). 

Cost of Internal Installations in USD 

First Stage 1.607.657 

Second Stage 294.583 

Total 1.902.240 

To achieve the incorporation of users to the new energy system, taking into account the socioeconomic 
level of the inhabitants of the city, it is important to consider that the cost of construction or adaptation 
of the internal installation of the properties could be contributed to each owner through low interest rate 
credits or even through NRCs (Non-Refundable Contributions), for example. 

2.2.2. Economic Pre-feasibility of Natural Gas Network Supply 

As developed in the item "Mechanisms for establishing tariffs and repayment of investments" of Output 
3, the analysis of the economic viability of the investment project is not feasible with the current tariffs.  

As indicated in the comparative analysis, the Uspallata Tariff (including supply costs and distribution tariff) 
is significantly higher than the current values in Mendoza and Malargüe. The following is the deviation of 
the resulting tariff in Uspallata in relation to these other options: 

 

Ecogas Cuyana - 
Mendoza 

Ecogas Cuyana - 
Malargüe 

Category Difference Difference 

  [%] [%] 

R1, R2, R3 171% 134% 

P1, P2 132% 79% 

INTERRUPTIBLE CNG 170% 176% 

FIRM CNG 155% 176% 

The total tariff of the service presents values for Uspallata that exceed, by at least 79%, the tariffs applied 
by the distributor ECOGAS Cuyana. The following is a comparative analysis of the unit tariffs expressed in 
USD per MMBTU. 

 

Chromatography, Measurement and Odorization Plant 343 567                   

Distribution network 4 715 373                

Home Services 73 020                     

Meters 67 949                     

Chromatography, Measurement and Odorization Plant -                            

Distribution network 766 401                   

Home Services 13 380                     

Meters 9 533                        

Total 5 989 223

Investment in USD

First Stage 

Distribution
5 199 909

Distribución Second 

Stage
789 314
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It should be noted that the supply price (wellhead gas plus the virtual pipeline) represents a large portion 
of the total tariff. As shown in the table below in all the categories analyzed, supply represents the largest 
part of the final bill in all cases. 

 

Supply Price 
Distribution 

Margin 
Supply 
Price 

Distribution 
Margin  

Segmento [ARS/m3] [ARS/m3] % % 

Residencial 18,82 17,70  51,5% 48,5% 

P1, P2 18,82 3,79  83,2% 16,8% 

FIRM CNG 18,82 1,90  90,8% 9,2% 

INTERRUPTIBLE CNG 18,82 1,76  91,5% 8,5% 

These values expressed in USD per MMBTU are as follows: 

 

Supply Price 
Distribution 

Margin 

Segmento [USD/MMBTU] [USD/MMBTU] 

Residencial 8,90 8,37  

P1, P2 8,90 1,79  

FIRM CNG 8,90 0,90  

INTERRUPTIBLE CNG 8,90 0,83  

In this sense, there is a difference in the costs of providing the service, which requires that some type of 
financing be considered, even when compared to the current tariffs in the city of Malargüe. 

It is important to emphasize that the tariffs presented in the analyzed scenarios that do not respond to 
the economic tariffs, should be complemented with state subsidies that allow to cover the total costs of 
the service. The total volume of these subsidies is presented below 2, for scenarios with Malargüe tariffs 
3 (Spreads) and with tariffs equivalent to the substitute (LPG), expressed in millions of Argentine pesos 
(ARS): 

 

 
2 Also, the values of subsidies needed, and also the other avoided subsidies, are detailed in the economic impact summary. 
3 Differential Tariffs are considered, and the graph details the incidence of the Patagonian Subsidy and the Subsidy between the full and the 
economic tariffs of Malargüe calculated separately. 

Ecogas 
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Ecogas Cuyana 

Malargue (Full 

Tariff)

Economical 

Tariffs        
[35 years]

Category

[USD/MMBTU] [USD/MMBTU] [USD/MMBTU]

R1,R2,R3 6.36          7.37               17.27           

P1-P2 4.60          5.96               10.69           

INTERRUPTIBLE CNG 3.60          3.53               9.73             

FIRM CNG 3.84          3.55               9.80             
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In the case of Malargüe's differential tariffs, these consider a second implicit subsidy (in orange in the 
graph), which is the Patagonian Subsidy, to which the district is attached and it is considered that Uspallata 
could also apply to it. 

Considering that the climatic conditions of Uspallata are similar to the Malargüe district - Province of 
Mendoza, as well as the projected gas consumption, it is proposed to take as a reference the differential 
tariffs of the Malargüe district, which are the ones that the user finally pays. The difference between the 
Final User Tariff (detailed above) and the Differential Tariff needs to be covered by a Subsidy (in blue in 
the graph). These Malargüe Differential Tariffs arise from the incorporation of said district to the 
Patagonian Subsidy.  

Considering this background and the similarities between the cities of Uspallata and Malargüe, it is 
recommended that the Government of the Province of Mendoza, together with the Municipality of Las 
Heras, take the necessary steps before the National Authorities to include the users of the city of Uspallata 
in the Patagonian Subsidy regime, with a view to financing at least a part of the costs involved in the 
supply of natural gas in Uspallata, which cannot be covered by the regular tariffs. 

Another important issue in relation to the incorporation of a natural gas network in Uspallata, is that it 
should also foresee the analysis of the investments for the adaptation of the internal installations, 
considering the socio-economic situation of the future users. These installations have an important 
economic weight for the local users, and it is considered that they should be covered through a 
mechanism such as the Non-Refundable Contributions (NRC) by the Government of Mendoza and the 
Municipality of Las Heras to new natural gas network users, taking into account that the ownership and 
responsibility of the internal installation belongs to each user. 

2.2.3. Pre-feasibility of Supply with Non-Conventional Renewable Energies (NCRE) 

In output 3, the legal, technical and economic pre-feasibility for the supply of the city of Uspallata with 
non-conventional renewable energies was also studied in detail. In this sense, the option of photovoltaic 
electricity generation and its eventual complementation with batteries was studied in greater detail. 

The analysis of legal, technical and economic pre-feasibility, for the case of solar generation, shows the 
alternative of integrating the collective distributed generation in a Solar Community (SC) scheme, as the 
alternative that is technically and economically more convenient, mainly based on the following factors: 

• The economies of scale achieved by building a single park are very significant (installation 
cost results in 0.78 USD/W, being approximately double in the case of installing on the roofs 
of individual homes).  

• The second factor is the Capacity Factor (PF) that is achieved by installing in a centralized 
way, since they manage to overcome certain difficulties that each roof presents (possibility 
of achieving an optimal orientation, avoiding shadows and ensuring a more stable use in time 
of the installed panels, among others). 

In addition, Solar Communities present a series of additional economic benefits over the individual 
solution of home distributed generation, which were detailed in output 3 and are briefly listed below: 

• Greater economic benefits for users, 

• Preservation of VAD for Distributors, 

• Reduction of the subsidy for the National Government. 

From the legal point of view, we must clarify that the Solar Communities are not yet contemplated, as 
such, in the applicable legislation. However, Law No. 9084 provides for the existence of the collective 
user/generator, which could be legally used for the establishment of the Solar Community. However, we 
reiterate that, to date, Law No. 9084 is not regulated and EPRE Resolution 19/2015, continues to apply. 
For this reason, we consider that, in case this scheme is assessed as appropriate, the regulation of the 
institute by the Application Authority should be promoted. 
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In terms of its scale, in order to maximize the use of solar generation, a demand study was carried out, 
assuring that the total installed capacity in the park is equivalent to the capacity currently injected from 
the Uspallata Thermal Power Plant, at the time of lowest demand. This means that the energy delivered 
by the solar generation is maximized to be consumed by the city of Uspallata. This arises from an analysis 
carried out in daily, monthly and annual average values. Thus, the value of the installed capacity for the 
park was determined at 1.80 MW and the load profiles would be as follows: 

 

The illustration shows the maximum average monthly use possible, which occurs during the month of 
February, which is the month with the lowest average demand in hours with solar radiation. In other 
words, this scale of the solar park is the one that ensures a maximum use of the energy generated by it, 
through its consumption in the city of Uspallata.  

The technology adopted for the solar community is that of monocrystalline panels of 440 Watts of power 
each, arranged on fixed axis support structures, which are modularly concentrated in inverters of 150 kVA 
each.  

For the solar community under analysis, a generation of 3200 MWh/year is foreseen for this 1.80 MW 
solar park in the city of Uspallata. The capacity factor is 0.18.  

In order to carry out a preliminary economic analysis of the investment, which can be compared in an 
equivalent way with the other supply options, the necessary investment was expressed in terms of 
Levelized Cost of Energy, so that it can be adequately compared. 

In the LCOE calculation, the time period of the energy produced by the PV solar power plant is typically 
the guaranteed lifetime of the system. A simple way of looking at the LCOE is that it is a measure of the 
cost of energy in unit monomic terms, i.e., the cost per kWh. 

Taking the useful life guaranteed by the manufacturer of 25 years and considering the loss of efficiency in 
the photovoltaic generation of the panels, we obtain the total energy generated during the 25 years. On 
the other hand, to the investment cost we add the operation and maintenance cost of the whole period. 
In this way we obtain a LCOE of 27.12 USD/MWh, for the solar generation park considered, which still 
does not consider costs of connection to the EDEMSA distribution network.  

In addition, a scenario was assessed in which solar photovoltaic generation is complemented by batteries, 
in order to achieve greater flexibility in the use of this intermittent energy resource. A detailed analysis of 
the demand was also carried out to define the appropriate size for them, but from the analysis of this 
alternative it can be concluded that it is an option that still presents too high a cost, in relation to the 
limited provision they grant. 

2.2.4. Pre-feasibility of Thermal Generation Additional to Natural Gas 

Considering that in the short term the demand for electricity decreases as a result of the introduction of 
the natural gas network, it is not reasonable or necessary to incorporate thermal gas generation to supply 
the electricity demand.  
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However, this alternative was evaluated and its potential use was estimated. Thus, with an effective 
capacity of 1.8 MW of solar community power and a 2000 kW thermal generator to NG as proposed, the 
utilization factor operating at 50% of its power is 1%. This value is unfeasible for a thermal generation 
plant that is capable of improving the reliability and quality of the electrical service.  

This, added to the reduction in electricity demand, which migrates towards natural gas consumption, 
means that the thermal generation using diesel that exists today is only necessary for a few hours a year, 
in which the demand eventually exceeds the line's capacity and cannot be complemented by local solar 
generation (days or times of day without solar radiation). Therefore, existing diesel thermal generation 
will continue only as a back up to supply energy at times when weather conditions prevent solar 
generation and demand exceeds the line's capacity.  

2.3. Business Model  

2.3.1. Natural Gas Network Business Model 

It is a venture to supply the city of Uspallata that currently does not have a gas network system, is isolated 
from the gas pipeline network and will be linked to the natural gas fields through an innovative system of 
transport and storage as is the virtual pipeline with Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG). The natural gas will be 
distributed through the construction of a gas distribution network. 

Network Construction and Operation - Legal Figures, Investments and Financing 
As developed in the pre-feasibility analysis (Output 3), the investments for the execution of the gas 
distribution network to supply the city of Uspallata are not included in the Investment Plan approved by 
Distribuidora Ecogas Cuyana in the Integral Tariff Review 2016 - 2021 Resolution ENARGAS I 4049 /2016. 
In addition to the analysis of the economic viability of the investment project, it appears that it is not 
viable for the Distributor with the current tariffs. 

According to the analysis of the network expansion background - works of magnitude authorized by 
ENARGAS (2010 - 2019), the expansion works corresponding to isolated locations have been developed 
using LPG, and building the Storage and Vaporization Plants (SVP). Most of these networks (80%) have 
been built and operated by Subdistributors belonging to Provincial Governments. 

Furthermore, in relation to expansion works of the gas pipeline system in the Cuyana area, the works 
carried out with the aim of incorporating new locations between 2010 and 2019, were financed by the 
National Government and the Provincial and Municipal Governments. 

Therefore, and considering also the current regulations, and the magnitude of the work, it is proposed 
that the construction of the network be carried out by the Province of Mendoza and/or the Municipality 
of Las Heras, as the Third Party. The investment can be financed by the Third Party (Province of Mendoza 
and/or the Municipality of Las Heras) or in a total or partial way by a Third Party. 

Considering also the background of qualified Subdistributors made in Output 3, it is proposed that the 
Province of Mendoza and/or the Municipality of Las Heras, acting as a Third Party, be qualified as a 
Subdistributor by the ENARGAS (Ente Nacional Regulador del Gas) complying with the corresponding 
requirements. 

Based on the background described above, and the socioeconomic situation of the inhabitants of 
Uspallata analyzed in the context analysis (Output 2), it is proposed that the investment be made 100% 
by the Province of Mendoza and/or the Municipality of Las Heras, acting as a Third Party.  

Additionally, the cost of internal gas installations, new or existing, must be taken into account, since it 
constitutes another of the most important barriers to achieving user connection. In this sense, in case of 
advancing with the development of the natural gas network, it is suggested to foresee, for example, the 
delivery of Non-Refundable Contributions to finance new users, taking into account that the ownership 
and responsibility of the internal installation is of each user. 
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Operation of the Virtual Pipeline System - Storage and Cost 
For the Virtual Gas Pipeline system, the figure of Storage is applied, which includes the injection, deposit, 
withdrawal, liquefaction and regasification of the Gas. It includes all related activities such as reception, 
unloading, storage, liquefaction, processing, compression and regasification. The operator of the Storage 
must be an ENARGAS authorized Storage Company. 

This service must be hired by the Sub-Distributor and its cost must be approved by ENARGAS to be 
transferred to the Tariff. The cost of the virtual pipeline is included in the project's cash flow, according 
to the suppliers' quotations arising from Output 3.  

Purchase of Wellhead Gas 

The Sub-distributor must purchase the Gas at PETS (Point of Entry to the Transportation System) from a 
producer or marketer, and its price is transferred to the Tariff upon approval by ENARGAS.  

The gas supply wells considered as a source of supply for Uspallata are located in the fields located south 
of the city of Malargüe.  

Number of Clients 

The minimum number of clients to be captured has been defined based on the optimal size of the 
network, which is the one that allows capturing a number of clients with the least possible investment, or 
in other words, the one in which the relationship between the number of network meters and the number 
of users is the least possible.  

The development was divided into two stages. The first stage of the distribution network covers the 
central area of Uspallata where the largest number of residential and commercial clients are 
concentrated, and where the residential neighborhoods of GAM 8 and RIM 16 are located. This stage is 
61,775 m long with different diameters, and will allow to capture 1,217 clients. 

A second stage of construction of the network was also defined to achieve the number of clients foreseen 
in the demand study. This consists of extensions of pipes from the first stage, to where the greatest 
concentration of homes is located. Its construction is planned for the year 2025 and will allow the 
incorporation of 223 more clients, thus reaching the 1440 expected users. 

2.3.1.1. Legal Feasibility of the Project and Subsumption in the Current Legislation 

The Regulatory Framework for the natural gas industry in Argentina, based on National Law 24,076 
Regulation of the Transportation and Distribution of Natural Gas - Privatization of State-owned Gas 
Company, and its complementary regulations, is applicable to the project. 

Of particular interest are the regulations applicable to the extension of the gas distribution service by 
networks. 

As explained in the previous item, the most feasible is that the Provider (ECOGAS) concludes that the 
project is not economically viable, in accordance with Resolution ENARGAS I-910/09, and then the 
Province of Mendoza and/or the Municipality of Las Heras, acting as a Third Party, would have to reach 
an agreement with Ecogas, and submit it to ENARGAS for authorization. In case ENARGAS authorizes the 
Third Party, it must be constituted complying with the requirements established in the regulatory 
framework to be considered as a Sub-Distributor. 

The work of gas distribution network to supply the city of Uspallata is a Work of Magnitude since the 
length of the first stage is 62,000 m and the general project is 200,000 meters, therefore the 
documentation required according to the ENARGAS Resolution No. I/910/09 must be submitted to 
ENARGAS: 

Regarding the operation, the figure of the Sub-Distributor, regulated by ENRG Resolution No. 35/93 
(BO:23/1993), would apply. 
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Gas storage is basically regulated by Decree N° 1738/92 and ENARGAS Resolution 722/2019.  

With respect to the distribution system, the "Argentine Minimum Safety Standards for the Transportation 
and Distribution of Natural Gas and other Piped Gases" NAG 100 and the entire regulatory body defined 
by ENARGAS are applicable. Building and operating the gas network. 

2.3.1.2. Technical Report of the NG Storage, Regasification and Distribution System 

The fixed facilities necessary for the supply of natural gas to the city of Uspallata, include the Storage and 

Regasification Plant and the Distribution facilities, which are made up of the Chromatography, 

Measurement and Odorization Plant, the Distribution Network and the Domiciliary Services. 

The design of the facilities was made based on the daily or hourly maximum demand, the defined 

pressures and temperatures of operation, the appropriate materials for each one and complying with the 

Standards corresponding to each type of facility. 

For the location of the gas installations, a land of a little more than half a hectare has been selected, 

located on the northern margin of National Route No. 7 km 1,160, next to the Customs Office (AFIP), 

where the Storage and Regasification Plants and the Chromatography, Measurement and Odorization 

Plant will be located. 

The storage and regasification plant must be provided by the Storage Company and the latter is 

responsible for the design, construction, licensing and operation and maintenance.  

The Plant shall be comprised of: 

LNG Discharge Skid:  
Set of valves where the LNG is discharged from the tank. One hose discharges to the liquid phase of the 
storage tanks and another to the gaseous phase. It also consists of a data transmission cable and a 
compressed air line.  

LNG Storage:  
It consists of 5 horizontal tanks of 43.5 m3 each, totaling 218 m3 of LNG storage capacity. The storage 
capacity includes a reserve for 4 days of maximum consumption. 

Proposed storage 

Tank capacity m3 Operational 
capacity m3 

Kg GNL Number of 
tanks 

Kg GNL 

43,5 m3 41,325 17.979 5 89.882 

The proposed storage is sufficient for the total estimated demand, residential, commercial and Natural 

Gas Vehicle (LNG and CNG), which is 87.044 kg of LNG. 

The horizontal cryogenic tanks must be designed, constructed and assembled in accordance with ASME 

Code Section VIII, Div.1. They shall also exhibit the ASME U Stamp. LNG tanks, stationary and mobile, shall 

be equipped with level, pressure and temperature measurement, operation valves and safety valves. 

LNG Regasification:  

The regasification unit shall be designed considering natural convection equipment with additional 
heater, with an evaporation capacity of 1,500 m3/h. 

It shall deliver the natural gas to the distribution facilities at a pressure of 4 bar and a temperature of 
15ºC. 

In summary, the main characteristics of the plant's equipment are as follows: 
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The rest of the facilities must be designed by the Warehouse in the corresponding construction project of 

the plant. The gas delivered after the regasification stage enters the distribution system facilities. 

Distribution Facilities: All facilities that make up the distribution system must be approved by the Area' s 
Distributor, in all its stages, construction projects, development and qualification.  

The distribution facilities are made up of the Chromatography, Measurement and Odorization Plant, the 
distribution network and home services. 

The Measurement and Odorization stages have been designed so that the installation works at 
approximately 50% of the maximum hourly flow rate and the operating pressure. These two magnitudes 
allow the mechanical, dimensional and equipment design. The design, materials, equipment and civil 
works are in accordance with specific standards, including NAG 100, AGA Report 7, NAG 148 and Ecogas 
Technical Specifications. 

The design conditions of the plant are as follows: 

 

The construction project of the Plant must be carried out based on the guidelines defined in the project 
prepared by the Consultant, issued by the Distributor. 

The design of the distribution network was carried out based on the guidelines given in the NAG 100 
(Argentine Gas Standard), NAG 140 and ECOGAS' current Technical Specifications. 

The distribution network will be built in Polyethylene (PE) of Medium or High Density, with pipes of 
different diameters, according to the project, being the operating pressure of the distribution network of 
4 bar. 

The comprehensive preliminary project of the city has a total length of the distribution network of 216,625 
meters, covering all the parcels of the city of Uspallata, that is, 2,918 potential clients. 

The first stage of construction of the network includes 61,775 m of network and 1,217 services, while the 
second stage includes 10,980 m and 223 home services. 

Main Characteristics Unit Detail

Geometric tank capacity m3 43.5

Total geometric capacity m3 218

Total LNG capacity kg 89 882

Internal tank pressure bar 8

Operating Temperature ºC -162

Download type Pressure differential

Type Horizontal

Supplier Galileo Technologies

Storage and Regasification Plant

Storage

Main Characteristics Unit Detail

Model RG1500

Type Natural Convection

Maximum capacity m3/h 1 500

Electric heater KW 50

Input temperature ºC -162

Output temperature ºC 15

Output pressure bar 4

Supplier Galileo Technologies

Regasification

MAXIMUM INPUT PRESSURE 4 bar

MINIMUM INPUT PRESSURE 4 bar

OUTPUT PRESSURE 4 bar

PROJECTED FLOW VOLUME 3000 m3/h

INPUT DIAMETER (mm) 102 mm

OUTPUT DIAMETER (mm) 102 mm

MEASUREMENT DIAMETER (mm) 102 mm

TURBINE METER G400

PROJECT TECHNICAL CONDITIONS

40mm 50mm 63mm 90mm 125mm 180mm TOTAL

INTEGRAL NETWORK 83965 64780 40785 14890 3500 8705 216625

LENGTHS (meters)
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Estimated schedule for the execution of the gas works: 

 

 

 
When the described works are finished and put into operation (habilitation), the incorporation of clients 

who have fulfilled the technical and commercial requirements already detailed can begin. The 

incorporation of clients is foreseen as follows: 

 
With the first stage of the distribution network, 1,217 users would be incorporated. Therefore, a second 

stage has been planned, to be executed in year 7. This would incorporate 223 more clients than the 1,440 

expected. 

 
However, if homeowners were to be granted loans at low rates or non-refundable contributions for the 

construction or adaptation of internal housing facilities, the incorporation of clients would accelerate and 

the second stage of the distribution network would have to be executed earlier than planned. 

2.3.1.2.1. Projected Investments 

The following is a summary of the investment plan foreseen for the development of the natural gas 
network.  The investments described above were distributed over time, taking into account the evolution 
in demand and the connection of clients, and the following execution schedule was obtained: 

Estimated schedule of the works

Storage and Regasification Plant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Signing of the contract with Warehouse

Construction project approved by Enargas

Acquis i tion of equipment and materia ls

Plant Construction

Final  approval  of the work

Registration of the plant in the RAGNar

year 1 year 2

Distribution Facilities

Chromat, Measurement and Odorization Plant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Signing of the Contract with the Const. Company

Construction Project approved by Ecogas

Acquis i tion of equipment and materia ls

Work portfol io

Plant Construction

Final  approval  of the work

year 1 year 2

Distribution network and home services 1st Stage

Signing of the Contract with the Const. Company

Construction Project approved by Ecogas

Acquis i tion of equipment and materia ls

Work portfol io

Network Construction and Home Services  

Final  approval  of the work

year 1 year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5 year 6 year 7 year 8 year 9 year 10 year 11 year 12

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

437 766 988 1133 1204 1251 1298 1344 1392 1440

Total Clients

Distribution Facilities

Distribution network and home services 2nd Stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Signing of the Contract with the Const. Company

Construction Project approved by Ecogas

Acquis i tion of equipment and materia ls

Work portfol io

Network Construction and Home Services

Final  approval  of the work

year 7
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2.3.2. Solar Community Business Model 

After the pre-feasibility analysis presented, for the case of solar generation, the alternative of Distributed 
Generation, of the type integrated in a Solar Community (SC), is considered as the most appropriate. 

From the legal point of view, we must clarify that the Solar Communities are not yet contemplated, as 
such, in the applicable legislation. However, Law No. 9084 provides for the existence of the collective 
user/generator, which could be legally used for the establishment of the Solar Community. However, we 
reiterate that, to date, Law No. 9084 is not regulated and EPRE Resolution 19/2015, continues to apply. 
For this reason, we consider that, in case this scheme is assessed as appropriate, the regulation of the 
institute by the Application Authority should be promoted.  

Likewise, with the capacity considered in the Solar Community under consideration, it is already possible 
to significantly reduce the marginal supply provided by the existing diesel generation, and even reduce 
the energy transported by the transmission line, which reinforces the arguments to determine this 
alternative as an additional form of electricity generation. 

In addition, the participation scheme of the Uspallata community itself in the management of the Solar 
Community generates contributions to community development that are of great value for this type of 
localities and that can be replicated in other locations in a similar situation. This type of local initiative can 
be a joint venture, with great development potential to solve local problems in an autonomous and 
sustainable way, in accordance with the new municipal conceptions that have been incorporated in the 
Constitutional Reform Project of the Province of Mendoza. 

The Solar Community scheme is innovative, collaborative, takes advantage of economies of scale and also 
entrusts the operation and maintenance of the system to a single expert entity in the electrical energy 
service. In this way, interruptions in the use of the solar resource due to problems that may arise in 
domestic installations are minimized, flexibility is gained, the energy balance between the participants is 
optimized and it could even represent advantages in financing, since the SC promoter could obtain global 
financing for the project and transfer this cost gradually to the participants. The SC scheme presents 
advantages from the comfort, risk reduction, minimization of aesthetic impact, and use of economies of 
scale. Therefore, this scheme is being adopted all over the world. 

In the Solar Community scheme, users cooperate through an entity that, by bringing them together, 
channels the construction, operation and maintenance of the solar photovoltaic park (PSFV) that injects 
the energy it produces into the distribution network. Each user acquires a right to a discount on their bill, 
depending on their participation in the SC and the energy injected by the PSFV. 

Therefore, we believe that the constitution of a cooperative entity (Law N° 20.337) would be a suitable 
figure that concentrates the users of Uspallata. We must remember that the cooperative model is widely 
used for the provision of electric services all over the country, leading to the federative linkage through 
the Argentine Federation of Electricity and Other Public Services Cooperatives (FACE)4. 

However, the organization could be based on an initiative of the Municipality of Las Heras itself, EMESA 
and/or the Province of Mendoza. 

 
4 Federación Argentina de Cooperativas de Electricidad y Otros Servicios Públicos 

Concept Unit 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Natural Gas Reception [USD] 131 332        -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             

Chromatography, measurement and 

odorization plant
[USD] 358 856        -             -             -             -             -             -             -             

Net investments (with street works) [USD] 4 841 895     -             -             -             -             786 965    -             -             -             -             -             

Adress Service [USD] 74 979           13 739       

Residencial´s Meters [USD] 15 871       12 075       8 141         5 443         2 653         1 738         1 692         1 692         1 784         1 830         

Commercial´s Meters [USD] 42 445       30 655       20 751       12 262       6 131         4 244         4 716         4 244         4 244         3 773         

Total [USD] 5 407 062     58 316       42 729       28 892       17 705       809 488    5 983         6 408         5 937         6 028         5 602         

Total [ARS] 323 720 794   3 491 369   2 558 207   1 729 772   1 059 976   48 464 024 358 173      383 670      355 435      360 912      335 415      
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In any case, the entity that builds, operates and maintains the PVSP must respect the regulations, now 
pending, of the legal figure within the regulatory framework that could be applicable to the case. As we 
have expressed, we see a probable normative channel, in the regulation to be carried out of the Provincial 
Law N° 9,084, which contemplates figures like the Collective User/Generator and the Virtual 
User/Generator. 

Based on the above, we understand that a business model that responds to the proposed scheme could 
be structured as follows: 

- Constitution of a cooperative that brings together the users of Uspallata who participate in the 

SC, in accordance with current regulations (Decree-Law No. 20,337/73), making the 

corresponding registrations (INAES). 

- Debt collection by the cooperative for the development and construction of the PVSP. The vehicle 

for financing will depend on the requirements of the financier, but the fiduciary mechanics can 

be highlighted as the usual debt structuring option. 

- Each member of the cooperative, or the cooperative itself, is classified as a Collective 

User/Generator or any other applicable figure, within the framework of Law No. 9,084 and in 

accordance with the regulations issued by the EPRE. 

- Repayment of the work and O&M, basically from the income represented by the injection of 

energy into the system, according to the tariff scheme defined by the EPRE. 

- Attribution of benefits (energy credits, investment financing) and costs (investment, O&M) to 

cooperative members. 

It is worth mentioning that a possible alternative business model would be the implementation of this 
scheme by the distribution company EDEMSA itself, or by its subcontractor PAMAR. However, this scheme 
would require the Application Authority to extend the particular treatment that the existing thermal 
generation in Uspallata has today, which under certain optics could be considered as irregular, to the new 
solar photovoltaic generation. In addition, the distributor would have little incentive to make such a 
capital investment, as long as there were no needs that implied a great opportunity cost (e.g.: fines for 
service deficiencies), in which case it would surely evaluate other options, such as repowering line A. 
Condarco-Uspallata. 

It should be clarified that the SC approach does not interfere with the parallel development of distributed 
home generation (commonly known as rooftop generation), i.e., that users themselves, if they prefer, 
may choose to install equipment in their homes for self-consumption and/or eventual injection into the 
grid, but it does allow for large cost savings and greater use of photovoltaic generation, thus significantly 
reducing payback times; among other benefits. 

2.3.2.1. Technical Report 

The technology adopted for the Solar Community is that of monocrystalline panels of 440 Watts of power 
each panel, arranged on fixed axis support structures, which are modularly concentrated in inverters of 
150 kVA each.  

The following table details the materials considered, with their respective quantities: 
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In addition to materials, the other cost items that make up the total investment were also considered. 

Required Investment: 
The detail of the total investment considered for the installation of the Solar Community is as follows 

 

To which a 20% is added in concepts of transformation, network access studies and connection to the MV 
network. 

It should also be clarified that the site to be chosen will also depend on what is defined with EDEMSA in 
due course. 

Location: 
As for the location of the site to install the solar park, the aspects described in Output 2 and 3 were 
considered, selecting as suitable the location marked in red on the following map: 

Concept Number
Panels (GCL M8/72) 4500

Inverter SUNNY HIGHPOWER PEAK3 (SHP 150-20) 12

Inverter Manager (2 x IM-20) 2

Combiner box (14 x CMB-16-F2-30) 14

Structures 125

DC 4mm cables(mts) 10000

AC cables (3x120+1x70mm XLPE Sub AL) (mts) 800

Switchboards and protections 12

Concept USD
Panels (GCL M8/72) 631 981$              

Inverter SUNNY HIGHPOWER PEAK3 (SHP 150-20) 148 122$              

Inverter Manager (2 x IM-20) 4 992$                   

Combiner box (14 x CMB-16-F2-30) 5 875$                   

Structures 156 813$              

DC 4mm cables(mts) 35 100$                

AC cables (3x120+1x70mm XLPE Sub AL) (mts) 31 200$                

Switchboards and protections 42 501$                

Land movement 23 400$                

Transport 17 550$                

Installation Labor 117 000$              

Travel expenses 29 250$                

Electricity Labor 14 040$                

Design and Technical Management 19 500$                

Other 148 864$              

Total 1 426 188$      
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The site has enough space for the installation of the proposed generation modules (an estimated required 
area of 2.46 Ha5 in total), so the chosen land has sufficient space for possible further expansion. 

Furthermore, the site is located outside the productive and inhabited area, and allows for a simple electric 
interconnection with EDEMSA's transport network. 

The site was selected with the criterion of proposing the closest point to the urban conglomerate that will 
ultimately be the demand point of the energy generated by the SC. The distance in a straight line from 
the SC to the Center of Uspallata is 2 km while the Distribution Center is 5 km away. The connection line 
to the Distribution Network would have a distance of between 500 and 1000 m. 

The electrical study to determine the conditions required for the connection of the Solar Community to 
the Uspallata distribution network, at a basic engineering level, must comply with the requirements 
established for the electrical studies of CAMMESA's Technical Procedure No. 1 (Annex H) or the one that 
will be established by EPRE for the approval of the connection of a SC to the Provincial Distribution 
Network. The cost of this study is considered to be part of the percentage added to the budget received 
for the installation of the Solar Community, in concepts of transformation and connection to the grid. 

Lay-out of equipment and facilities: 
The 4500 panels that make up the generation park will be arranged in 150 strings of 30 panels each, 
distributed among the 12 inverters.  

The 12 inverters will be divided into two groups, 6 of which will contain 360 panels each, distributed 
between the two inverter entrances. Each of the inverter entrances will contain 6 strings of 30 panels, so 
each entrance will contain 180 panels. The following image shows a connection diagram of the panel 
strings and one inverter. 

 
5 6.078792 Acres 

Solar Community Location 
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The other 6 inverters will contain 390 panels also distributed in the two entrances of the same. One of 
the inverter entrances will contain 6 strings of 30 panels and the other entrance will be formed by 7 strings 
of 30 panels, in this way one of the entrances will contain 180 panels and the other, 210 panels.   

For the distribution of strings among inverters, a symmetry was taken into account to allow a more 
balanced operation of the inverters, as well as all the limitations of voltage, current and power input of 
the inverters, checking that it does not exceed the operating limits of the same. 

The proposed distribution contemplates space for the channeling in low voltage and direct current 
between the panels and their corresponding inverter, the channeling in low voltage and alternating 
current between the inverter and the transformer station and finally the channeling in medium voltage 
and alternating current for its later injection to the connection point. It also provides for a separation 
between the panels, as this element is very important so that neither interference nor hot spots are 
produced, thus reducing the useful life and energy generation of the panels. The surface of the land is 
suitable for the installation of the solar park; flat and with good soil conditions, which allows the correct 
installation of the structures that will support the panels. 

The final layout of the panels, and their configuration, may be modified by the developer to optimize the 
processes, as long as all technical and security requirements are met.  

Aluminum profiles will be used for the structures, as they provide greater durability due to the fact that 
this material does not corrode. The following image shows an example of a structure for the assembly of 
the panel series. 

Operation and Maintenance activities: 
The operation and maintenance activities are a fundamental issue for the correct operation and optimal 
use of the generation capacity of the photovoltaic plant over time. Among the main O&M activities can 
be listed: 
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• Periodic reviews of solar panels and structures. 

• Control of the electrical connections. 

• Cleaning of the panels. 

• Control of the inverters. 

• Control of the security elements. 

The country has not yet developed an important local market, specifically related to the operation and 
maintenance of solar plants that provide all services, so it is still difficult to determine a priori what the 
exact cost of operation and maintenance would be. However, there are numerous international 
references that place the annual maintenance cost at between 0.5 and 2% of the investment cost for 
photovoltaic systems. Likewise, it is understood that the operation and maintenance services of the plant 
could be channeled through the local contractor of the electricity distribution network. 

Energy Generation 
Based on the flow of solar radiation at the proposed site, the potential for electricity generation of the 
park defined in this study was estimated, based on demand, at 1.80 MW of power in alternating current, 
with 10% overpaneling6 and fixed structures. As detailed below: 

Energy Production Calculation 

 

As shown in the graph above, the power of the installed panels and their generation capacity in the place 
where they would be installed in this particular case were considered, taking into account the solar 
radiation of the place and the losses in the different components of the installation. 

 
6 Oversizing the capacity of the photovoltaic panels in relation to the nominal capacity of the DC-AC inverter so that, given the daily form of solar 
radiation that has peaks in a few hours of the day, a greater amount of energy can be captured throughout the day.  

Concept Description Unit Annual

DC Power (10% Overpanelling) MW 1.98            

AC Power MW 1.80            

Daily solar radiation - horizontal Uspallata-Mendoza kWh/m²/d 5.45            

Annual solar radiation - inclined Uspallata-Mendoza kWh/m²/d 5.94            

STC panel power GLC-M8/72 W 440             

NOCT panel power GLC-M8/72 W 327             

Number of panels GLC-M8/72 # 4 501          

Panel surface GLC-M8/72 m2 8 738          

Panel Efficiency GLC-M8/72 % 19.9%

Temperature Coefficient GLC-M8/72 % -0.4%

Theoretical gross energy generated GLC-M8/72 9.53            

Gross energy generated GLC-M8/72 9.53            

Various Losses % GLC-M8/72 % 3.5%

Energy at panel output GLC-M8/72 MWh/year 9.19            

Inverter power SHP 150-20 kVA 150.0

Number of inverters SHP 150-20 # 12.0

Inverter Efficiency % SHP 150-20 % 98.0%

Inverter losses % SHP 150-20 % 2.0%

LV-MV transformer power Included in Inv kVA 0

Number of LV-MV transformers Included in Inv # 0

LV-MV transformer losses [%] Included in Inv % 0.0%

MV-HV transformer losses [%] 1.98-220 % 0.7%

Net DC generated energy MWh/d 8.77            

Net DC generated energy MWh/year 3 200          

DC Capacity Factor adim 0.18            

Net AC generated energy MWh/year 3 200          

AC Capacity Factor adim 0.18            
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As a result, a generation of 3200 MWh is estimated for the first year of operation of this 1.80 MW solar 
park in the city of Uspallata, equipped with monocrystalline panel technology and fixed structures. The 
plant factor results in 0.18. 

The useful life of the photovoltaic solar generation panels is guaranteed by the manufacturers for 25 
years, with an efficiency loss of less than 15% in that period (also guaranteed by the manufacturers). 

Therefore, considering the efficiency loss described above, the projected solar generation values were 
adjusted, for the horizon under analysis, as shown below: 

 

2.4. Cash Flow 

The cash flows developed in Output 4, perform the analysis separately for each scenario and option of 
investment in energy supply for the city of Uspallata. Likewise, these analyses are also integrated into a 
single Cash Flow, which also considers the complementary expenditures needed and avoided by the State, 
in order to have a global analysis of each alternative (subsidies needed and avoided, expected savings and 
other necessary contributions). During the meetings, calculation reports were also provided that allow for 
sensitivity analysis of the different project scenarios and other relevant variables. 

2.4.1. General Premises of the Cash Flow 

Analysis Horizon: An analysis horizon of 10 years (period 2021-2030) is considered. 

Economic Variable: 

• Currency: The projection is considered at constant currency, based on the December 2019 
exchange rate (59.87 ARS/USD). 

• Prices: The prices were considered to 2019, since this is the base year of the study. They are 
presented in the following table, firstly, in ARS per unit of measurement of each energy source, 
and then converted7 to USD/kWh and to USD/MMBTU, for theoretical comparison purposes: 

 

It should be noted that the base scenario considers the Malargüe Differential Tariffs for Natural Gas. 

 
7 The conversion constants considered correspond to theoretical calculations of conversion between energy sources and have been included in 
the Excel with the calculation report. The same allow to make this theoretical approximation to have a price comparison, but it is clarified that 
the real conversions between these units, for the specific case of Uspallata, are conformed by different mix of artifacts and consumption patterns, 
which makes the calculation not strictly the same. 

Community Solar Unit 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Generation Efficiency % 97.50% 96.90% 96.30% 95.70% 95.10% 94.50% 93.90% 93.30% 92.70% 92.10%

Solar Energy - SelfConsumption kWh 3 199 917   318 022      3 160 654   3 141 204      3 121 874        3 102 662     3 083 569   3 064 593   3 045 734   3 026 991   

Solar Energy - Injected to SIN kWh

Total CS Energy kWh 3 199 917   318 022      3 160 654   3 141 204      3 121 874        3 102 662     3 083 569   3 064 593   3 045 734   3 026 991   

Energy Source Price ARS per USD/kWh USD/MMBTU

EE EDEMSA (SIN-Thermal-CS SelfConsumption) 4.64$         kWh 0.0776$        22.7467$     

EE Solar - Injected to SIN by the CS 1.68$         kWh 0.0281$        8.2290$        

LCOE - Community Solar 1.95$         kWh 0.0325$        9.5424$        

Natural Gas - (Diferencial Tariffs) 6.97$         m3 
(9300 kcal) 0.0106$        3.0988$        

Natural Gas - (Economical Tariffs) 28.85$       m3 
(9300 kcal) 0.0437$        12.8212$     

Natural Gas- (GLP substitution Tariffs) 21.93$       m3 
(9300 kcal) 0.0332$        9.7475$        

GLP 67.35$       m3 
(22300 kcal) 0.0439$        12.8647$     

Gasoil 41.89$       l itro 0.0638$        18.7213$     

Kerosene 37.88$       l itro 0.0614$        17.9978$     

Wood 4.36$         kg 0.0179$        5.2492$        
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• Discount Rate: the discount rate considered is the one applied in the Integral Tariff Revisions of 
the Natural Gas sector in 2016, which is 9.33%. 

2.4.2. Natural Gas Network Cash Flow Premises 

A projected cash flow was built for a financial analysis of the incorporation of the Natural Gas network in 
the city of Uspallata, based on the investments defined in the preliminary project and the operation and 
maintenance costs of the entire supply chain.  

Income: Income is composed of the total collected from the fees charged to users, plus the total from 
complementary subsidies, making up the total income necessary to provide the service. Both concepts 
are presented separately in order to be able to evaluate the participation of each one and also to assess 
the partial results. 

The following are the different tariffs evaluated in the current project for natural gas, which define the 
different scenarios. They are expressed in ARS/m3 and in USD/MMBTU for each tariff category, 
highlighting in green the Malargüe Differential Tariffs (base scenario): 

 

Investment Costs: The investments considered for the cash flow under analysis are those described in the 
study, as well as the annual depreciations of the same, which respond to the regulatory useful lives of 
each category of assets. As the analysis horizon of the current project is 10 years, a residual value for the 
investments is considered in the last year, which is initially defined as 80% of the value of the liquid or net 
asset base. 

Operation Costs: The operating costs of the natural gas network considered are those described in Output 
3. They were grouped into four main concepts. 

Gross and Net Income: The service provider's Gross Income is composed of the Income from fees charged 
to users minus operating costs. Income tax is then deducted from this amount, at a rate of 35%, obtaining 
a Net Result for the provider. 

Subtracting the annual value of depreciations, we finally obtain the annual Net Flow of the provider, which 
is presented in two ways, depending on whether or not it considers the annual investment amounts. 

2.4.3. Non-conventional Renewable Energy Cash Flow Premises 

As developed for the natural gas network, a projected cash flow was also built for financial analysis of the 
incorporation of a Solar Community in the city of Uspallata, based on the investments and operation and 
maintenance costs previously presented.  

Income: Income is composed of the total amount collected for the energy delivered by the SC. According 
to the proposed business model, they are considered in two ways, depending on whether that energy is 
self-consumed by the users in the city of Uspallata or whether it must be injected into the SIN8. The base 

 
8 SIN: Sistema Interconectado Nacional (National Interconnected System) 
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Tariff --> TOTAL Differencial TOTAL Diferencial

Category / Unit --> [ARS/m3] [ARS/m3] [ARS/m3] [ARS/m3] [ARS/m3] [USD/MMBTU] [USD/MMBTU] [USD/MMBTU] [USD/MMBTU] [USD/MMBTU]

R1,R2,R3 13.45$          15.59$          7.79$             21.93$          36.52$          6.36$               7.37$               3.69$               10.37$             17.27$             

P1-P2 9.73$             12.61$          6.30$             21.93$          22.60$          4.60$               5.96$               2.98$               10.37$             10.69$             

INTERRUPTIBLE CNG 7.61$             7.47$             3.73$             20.57$          3.60$               3.53$               1.77$               9.73$               

FIRM CNG 8.11$             7.51$             3.75$             20.71$          3.84$               3.55$               1.77$               9.80$               
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scenario considers that all the energy of the Solar Community is self-consumed by the local users, since it 
was the main premise for the dimensioning of the same, but this variable can be sensitized. 

Investment Costs: The investments considered correspond to the budget presented in Output 3. In order 
to estimate the annual depreciation values, an average global useful life of 25 years was considered. 
Finally, as the analysis horizon of the current project is 10 years, a residual value for these investments is 
considered in the last year, which is initially defined as 80% of the value of the liquid or net asset base. 

Operation Costs: Based on the above and industry references, the operating costs of the Solar Community 
considered were estimated at 1.5% of the value of the assets per year. In addition to the O&M and 
Commercial Costs, 1% of the total annual income of the Solar Community is considered in the base 
scenario as uncollectible. 

Gross and Net Income: It operates in the same way as it was presented in the natural gas premises. 

2.4.4. Scenarios - Sensitivity Analysis 

The Cash Flow model built in Excel allows the sensitivity analysis, through the proposal of scenarios that 
respond to different values that key variables of the study can assume.  

All these variables allow the evaluation of various scenarios, according to different combinations of them. 
They are detailed below: 

• Binary variable of the existence of the Natural Gas network 

• Binary variable of the existence of the Solar Community 

• Natural Gas Tariffs 

• Proportion of Solar Generation that is self-consumed at Uspallata 

• Residual Asset Value - Natural Gas Network 

• Residual Asset Value - Solar Community 

• Electric Energy Subsidy - National 

• Electric Energy Subsidy - Local (High Mountain) 

• LPG Subsidy (Decanter) - Binary Variable 

2.4.5. Subsidies Involved, Contributions Needed and Expected Savings 

The volume of subsidies needed and avoided is detailed below, according to each case. It also includes 
the global costs of internal adaptation of homes for connection to the NG network and the total savings 
observed by consumers due to the substitution of other energy sources to NG, in the scenario of 
differential tariffs in Malargüe.  

First, they are expressed in millions of Argentine pesos (ARS): 

 

Concept 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
TOTAL 

2021-2030

NG Tariff Subsidy (Malargue Plena) 11.8    35.9    58.9    67.3    70.8    73.1    75.2    76.7    78.1    79.4    627.1        

NG Tariff Subsidy (Sub Patagónico) 5.5       16.2    25.7    29.1    30.5    31.4    32.3    33.0    33.5    34.1    271.3        

NG Tariff Subsidy (LPG Substitute) 5.5       18.0    31.9    37.1    39.3    40.7    41.8    42.7    43.5    44.3    344.9        

Total cost of Internal Home Adequacy for NG 34.6    26.0    17.6    11.5    5.6       3.7       3.7       3.6       3.8       3.8       113.9        

Avoided Energy Subsidy by NG network 3.4-       8.7-       13.2-    14.7-    15.4-    15.9-    16.2-    16.4-    16.6-    16.8-    137.3-        

Avoided Energy Subsidy (Alta Montaña) by NG network 0.6-       1.5-       2.2-       2.5-       2.6-       2.7-       2.7-       2.8-       2.8-       2.9-       23.3-          

Avoided LPG Subsidy (National) by NG Network 0.4-       1.3-       1.9-       2.1-       2.2-       2.2-       2.3-       2.4-       2.4-       2.5-       19.6-          

Avoided Subsidy in LPG "Social Decanter" by NG network 0.1-       0.2-       0.3-       0.3-       0.4-       0.4-       0.4-       0.4-       0.4-       0.4-       3.2-            

Savings of users by sustenance of other energy sources by 

NG (Malargüe Tariffs)
11.0-    32.1-    48.4-    54.1-    56.5-    58.1-    60.3-    61.7-    62.9-    64.1-    509.2-        

Avoided Energy Subsidy by Solar Community 6.6-       6.6-       6.6-       6.6-       6.6-       6.6-       6.6-       6.6-       6.6-       6.6-       66.2-          
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Finally, the same information, valued in millions of US dollars at December 2019 conversion value, is 
provided below: 

 

It can be observed that, in case of charging tariffs at the level of the Malargüe Differentials, there is a 
volume of necessary subsidy much higher than the subsidy avoided by the substitution of electric energy 
and gas consumption in decanters. Even in the case of applying indifferent tariffs for users, that is, those 
that are at the same level in relation to the savings generated in the other energy sources that would be 
replaced by natural gas, there still remains an expressive need for State subsidy. 

Likewise, the analysis of the long-term economic balance between the costs saved by users in other 
energy sources by substituting natural gas consumption, in average unit terms (per consumer) and for 
each tariff class and stratum, is complemented.  

 

The table on the left shows the savings for users in other energy sources and, the table on the right, the 
annual cost of natural gas and its difference in relation to the savings in other energy sources. 

It can be seen that in all classes the savings in other energies are greater than the cost of natural gas, 
which would lead to a strong adoption of the new service. Finally, in terms of a weighted average, there 
is an economic saving for Uspallata users in the order of 68.9%. It should be noted that this is a purely 
economic analysis, from the consumer's point of view and in unit energy terms, which, in order to be 
evaluated in a comprehensive manner, must also consider all the effects on subsidies and non-refundable 
contributions that are not covered by the consumers. 

2.5. Cash Flow Results 

The results of each base scenario of the main cash flows constructed are detailed below, also presenting 
results in terms of IRR, NPV (considering and not considering the investment). 

Concept 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030
TOTAL 

2021-2030

NG Tariff Subsidy (Malargue Plena) 0.20    0.60    0.98    1.12    1.18    1.22    1.26    1.28    1.30    1.33    10.47        

NG Tariff Subsidy (Sub Patagónico) 0.09    0.27    0.43    0.49    0.51    0.52    0.54    0.55    0.56    0.57    4.53          

NG Tariff Subsidy (Sustituto GLP) 0.09    0.30    0.53    0.62    0.66    0.68    0.70    0.71    0.73    0.74    5.76          

Total cost of Internal Home Adequacy for NG 0.58    0.43    0.29    0.19    0.09    0.06    0.06    0.06    0.06    0.06    1.90          

Avoided Energy Subsidy (SIN) by NG network 0.06-    0.14-    0.22-    0.25-    0.26-    0.27-    0.27-    0.27-    0.28-    0.28-    2.29-          

Avoided Energy Subsidy (Alta Montaña) by NG network 0.01-    0.02-    0.04-    0.04-    0.04-    0.04-    0.05-    0.05-    0.05-    0.05-    0.39-          

Avoided LPG Subsidy (National) by NG Network 0.01-    0.02-    0.03-    0.03-    0.04-    0.04-    0.04-    0.04-    0.04-    0.04-    0.33-          

Avoided LPG "Social Decanter" Subsidy by NG Network 0.00-    0.00-    0.01-    0.01-    0.01-    0.01-    0.01-    0.01-    0.01-    0.01-    0.05-          

Savings of users by sustenance of other energy sources by 

NG (Malargüe Tariffs)
0.18-    0.54-    0.81-    0.90-    0.94-    0.97-    1.01-    1.03-    1.05-    1.07-    8.51-          

Avoided Energy Subsidy by Solar Community 0.11-    0.11-    0.11-    0.11-    0.11-    0.11-    0.11-    0.11-    0.11-    0.11-    1.11-          

Avoided Cost of other Energy 

Sources by user (Long Term)
 EE  GLP  GasOil  Kerosene  Wood 

 Annual TOTAL 

Savings 

 Anual GN´s COST (Diferential 

Malargue Tariffs) 
 Diff 

T1 R1  $      2 657  $     19 904  $            -    $       8 815  $       4 438  $          35 813  $                                     6 943 -80.6%

T1 R2  $      8 965  $     26 673  $            -    $       2 866  $       4 194  $          42 698  $                                   18 179 -57.4%

T1 R3  $    28 484  $     16 463  $       1 016  $       7 689  $       4 384  $          58 036  $                                   25 189 -56.6%

T1 G1  $    23 229  $     47 461  $            -    $       6 149  $       2 861  $          79 699  $                                   18 184 -77.2%

T1 G2  $  167 382  $     60 075  $     17 721  $          631  $       8 980  $        254 788  $                                   73 991 -71.0%

T2  $  620 163  $   500 366  $            -    $            -    $       5 848  $     1 126 378  $                                 209 100 -81.4%

TOTAL 31 909$    32 855$     753$          6 425$       4 208$        $          76 149  $                                   23 675 -68.9%
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2.5.1. Results - NG and SC network scenario (with subsidies, NRC and savings) 

Following is the Cash Flow of the scenario that considers the development of the Natural Gas network and also the investment in a Solar Community, now 
considering the incidence of the necessary and avoided subsidies, the Non-Refundable Contributions for the internal adaptation of homes and the savings 
derived from the substitution of other energy sources to NG, expressed in thousands of pesos (ARS): 

 

The results of the financial indicators of this cash flow are as follows: 

  

Cash Flow with Subsidies/Savings Unit 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

NG Tariffs Incomes 000 ARS -               5 525         15 990             24 914       28 071       29 378       30 243          31 180          31 764          32 315          32 839          

Solar Com Energy Incomes - SelfConsumption 000 ARS -               13 709       13 624             13 540       13 457       13 374       13 292          13 210          13 129          13 048          12 968          

Solar Com Energy Incomes - injected to SIN 000 ARS -               -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

TOTAL INCOME (consumers) 000 ARS -               19 234       29 614             38 455       41 528       42 752       43 535          44 390          44 893          45 363          45 807          

Avoided Subsidies (EE SIN) 000 ARS 19 333       26 334             30 669       29 785       27 551       25 155          22 720          20 321          18 061          15 925          

Avoided Subsidies (EE Alta Montaña) 000 ARS 2 650         3 185                3 514         3 438         3 258         3 066            2 870            2 678            2 496            2 323            

Avoided Subsidies (GLP) 000 ARS 68               196                   306            344            360            371                383                390                396                403                

Savings of sustitution of other sources to NG 000 ARS 10 976       32 097             48 388       54 144       56 541       58 139          60 308          61 652          62 898          64 057          

CONSOLIDATED TOTAL INCOME 000 ARS -               52 260       91 426             121 331    129 239    130 463    130 265        130 671        129 933        129 215        128 515        

Investments 000 ARS (426 184)     (3 491)        (2 558)              (1 730)        (1 060)        (48 464)     (358)              (384)              (355)              (361)              (335)              

Final Value (liquid BRR at 2030) 000 ARS -               -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 286 385        

Depreciations 000 ARS -               (11 814)     (11 989)            (12 117)     (12 203)     (12 256)     (13 348)         (13 366)         (13 385)         (13 402)         (13 421)         

OPEX 000 ARS (15 872)     (16 469)            (16 874)     (17 135)     (17 263)     (17 348)         (17 433)         (17 516)         (17 602)         (17 688)         

Gas for burning 000 ARS (737)           (1 577)              (2 301)        (2 548)        (2 656)        (2 730)           (2 810)           (2 863)           (2 914)           (2 963)           

Non Accounted Gas 000 ARS (419)           (938)                  (1 383)        (1 543)        (1 614)        (1 662)           (1 711)           (1 746)           (1 778)           (1 810)           

Uncollectible 000 ARS (175)           (260)                  (352)           (389)           (404)           (413)              (420)              (425)              (431)              (436)              

Gross Results 000 ARS 2 031         10 371             17 545       19 912       20 815       21 382          22 016          22 343          22 638          22 910          

TAX 000 ARS -             -                    (1 900)        (2 698)        (2 996)        (2 812)           (3 028)           (3 135)           (3 232)           (3 321)           

Net Results 000 ARS 2 031         10 371             15 645       17 214       17 819       18 570          18 988          19 207          19 406          19 589          

Cash Flow without investments 000 ARS 13 845       22 359             27 761       29 417       30 075       31 917          32 354          32 592          32 808          33 009          

Cash Flow with investments 000 ARS (426 184)     10 353       19 801             26 032       28 357       (18 389)     31 559          31 970          32 237          32 447          319 059        

Needed Subsidy for NG (Econ to full  Malargue Tariff) 000 ARS (11 810)     (34 179)            (53 255)     (60 002)     (62 796)     (64 646)         (66 648)         (67 896)         (69 075)         (70 195)         

Patagonian Subsidy to NG (Full Tariff to Differencial) 000 ARS (5 525)        (15 990)            (24 914)     (28 071)     (29 378)     (30 243)         (31 180)         (31 764)         (32 315)         (32 839)         

ANR for adress and houses adequation 000 ARS (34 562)     (26 020)            (17 558)     (11 468)     (5 615)        (3 717)           (3 717)           (3 638)           (3 796)           (3 796)           

TOTAL COSTS FOR STATE 000 ARS -               (51 896)     (76 189)            (95 727)     (99 541)     (97 789)     (98 606)         (101 545)      (103 298)      (105 186)      (106 830)      

CONSOLIDATED TOTAL COSTS 000 ARS -               (69 099)     (95 432)            (118 537)   (123 855)   (122 722)   (123 571)      (126 947)      (128 983)      (131 143)      (133 049)      

NET GLOBAL RESULT 000 ARS (16 839)     (4 006)              2 794         5 384         7 741         6 694            3 724            950                (1 929)           (4 534)           

Cash Flow without investments 000 ARS (5 025)        7 982                14 910       17 587       19 997       20 042          17 089          14 335          11 474          8 887            

Cash Flow with investments 000 ARS (426 184)     (8 517)        5 424                13 181       16 527       (28 467)     19 684          16 706          13 979          11 113          294 937        

Global TIR of the project % -1.9%

VAN Net Cash Flowlujo Neto (without investments) 000 ARS $ 75 296

VAN Net Cash Flow of investments 000 ARS -$ 272 831
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The same cash flow, expressed in thousands of US dollars, is as follows: 

 

And the results of its financial indicators are as follows: 

  

Cash Flow with Subsidies/Savings Unit 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

NG Tariffs Incomes 000 USD 92         267       416       469       491       505       521       531       540       549       

Solar Com Energy Incomes - SelfConsumption 000 USD 229       228       226       225       223       222       221       219       218       217       

Solar Com Energy Incomes - injected to SIN 000 USD -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        

TOTAL INCOME (consumers) 000 USD 321       495       642       694       714       727       741       750       758       765       

Avoided Subsidies (EE SIN) 000 USD 323       440       512       497       460       420       379       339       302       266       

Avoided Subsidies (EE Alta Montaña) 000 USD 44         53         59         57         54         51         48         45         42         39         

Avoided Subsidies (GLP) 000 USD 1            3            5            6            6            6            6            7            7            7            

Savings of sustitution of other sources to NG 000 USD 183       536       808       904       944       971       1 007    1 030    1 051    1 070    

CONSOLIDATED TOTAL INCOME 000 USD 873       1 527    2 027    2 159    2 179    2 176    2 183    2 170    2 158    2 147    

Investments 000 USD (7 118)  (58)        (43)        (29)        (18)        (809)      (6)          (6)          (6)          (6)          (6)          

Final Value (liquid BRR at 2030) 000 USD -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        4 783    

Depreciations 000 USD (197)      (200)      (202)      (204)      (205)      (223)      (223)      (224)      (224)      (224)      

OPEX 000 USD (265)      (275)      (282)      (286)      (288)      (290)      (291)      (293)      (294)      (295)      

Gas for burning 000 USD (12)        (26)        (38)        (43)        (44)        (46)        (47)        (48)        (49)        (49)        

Non Accounted Gas 000 USD (7)          (16)        (23)        (26)        (27)        (28)        (29)        (29)        (30)        (30)        

Uncollectible 000 USD (3)          (4)          (6)          (6)          (7)          (7)          (7)          (7)          (7)          (7)          

Gross Results 000 USD 34         173       293       333       348       357       368       373       378       383       

TAX 000 USD -        -        (32)        (45)        (50)        (47)        (51)        (52)        (54)        (55)        

Net Results 000 USD 34         173       261       288       298       310       317       321       324       327       

Cash Flow without investments 000 USD 231       373       464       491       502       533       540       544       548       551       

Cash Flow with investments 000 USD (7 118)  173       331       435       474       (307)      527       534       538       542       5 329    

Needed Subsidy for NG (Econ to full  Malargue Tariff) 000 USD (197)      (571)      (890)      (1 002)  (1 049)  (1 080)  (1 113)  (1 134)  (1 154)  (1 172)  

Patagonian Subsidy to NG (Full Tariff to Differencial) 000 USD (92)        (267)      (416)      (469)      (491)      (505)      (521)      (531)      (540)      (549)      

ANR for adress and houses adequation 000 USD (577)      (435)      (293)      (192)      (94)        (62)        (62)        (61)        (63)        (63)        

TOTAL COSTS FOR STATE 000 USD (867)      (1 273)  (1 599)  (1 663)  (1 633)  (1 647)  (1 696)  (1 725)  (1 757)  (1 784)  

CONSOLIDATED TOTAL COSTS 000 USD (1 154)  (1 594)  (1 980)  (2 069)  (2 050)  (2 064)  (2 120)  (2 154)  (2 190)  (2 222)  

NET GLOBAL RESULT 000 USD (281)      (67)        47         90         129       112       62         16         (32)        (76)        

Cash Flow without investments 000 USD (84)        133       249       294       334       335       285       239       192       148       

Cash Flow with investments 000 USD (7 118)  (142)      91         220       276       (475)      329       279       233       186       4 926    

Global TIR of the project % -1.9%

VAN Net Cash Flowlujo Neto (without investments) 000 USD $ 1 258

VAN Net Cash Flow of investments 000 USD -$ 4 557
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2.5.2. Results - NG Network Scenario (with subsidies, NRC and savings) 

Finally, the Cash Flow of the scenario that considers only the development of the Natural Gas network is presented below, now considering the incidence of 
the necessary and avoided subsidies, the Non-Reimbursable Contributions for the internal adaptation of homes and the savings derived from the substitution 
of other energy sources to NG, expressed in thousands of pesos (ARS): 

 

The results of the financial indicators of this cash flow are as follows: 

 

Cash Flow with Subsidies/Savings Unit 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

NG Tariffs Incomes 000 ARS -               5 525         15 990             24 914       28 071       29 378       30 243          31 180          31 764          32 315          32 839          

Solar Com Energy Incomes - SelfConsumption 000 ARS -               -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

Solar Com Energy Incomes - injected to SIN 000 ARS -               -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

TOTAL INCOME (consumers) 000 ARS -               5 525         15 990             24 914       28 071       29 378       30 243          31 180          31 764          32 315          32 839          

Avoided Subsidies (EE SIN) 000 ARS 6 498         14 804             20 323       20 520       19 274       17 784          16 182          14 553          13 002          11 524          

Avoided Subsidies (EE Alta Montaña) 000 ARS 504            1 147                1 575         1 590         1 494         1 378            1 254            1 128            1 008            893                

Avoided Subsidies (GLP) 000 ARS 68               196                   306            344            360            371                383                390                396                403                

Savings of sustitution of other sources to NG 000 ARS 10 976       32 097             48 388       54 144       56 541       58 139          60 308          61 652          62 898          64 057          

CONSOLIDATED TOTAL INCOME 000 ARS -               23 571       64 234             95 506       104 668    107 047    107 915        109 307        109 486        109 620        109 716        

Investments 000 ARS (323 721)     (3 491)        (2 558)              (1 730)        (1 060)        (48 464)     (358)              (384)              (355)              (361)              (335)              

Final Value (liquid BRR at 2030) 000 ARS -               -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 237 203        

Depreciations 000 ARS -               (7 716)        (7 890)              (8 018)        (8 104)        (8 157)        (9 249)           (9 267)           (9 286)           (9 304)           (9 322)           

OPEX 000 ARS (14 335)     (14 932)            (15 337)     (15 598)     (15 726)     (15 811)         (15 896)         (15 979)         (16 065)         (16 151)         

Gas for burning 000 ARS (737)           (1 577)              (2 301)        (2 548)        (2 656)        (2 730)           (2 810)           (2 863)           (2 914)           (2 963)           

Non Accounted Gas 000 ARS (419)           (938)                  (1 383)        (1 543)        (1 614)        (1 662)           (1 711)           (1 746)           (1 778)           (1 810)           

Uncollectible 000 ARS (38)             (123)                  (217)           (254)           (270)           (280)              (288)              (294)              (300)              (306)              

Gross Results 000 ARS (10 004)     (1 580)              5 677         8 127         9 111         9 760            10 475          10 882          11 258          11 609          

TAX 000 ARS -             -                    -             (8)                (334)           (179)              (423)              (559)              (684)              (800)              

Net Results 000 ARS (10 004)     (1 580)              5 677         8 119         8 777         9 581            10 052          10 324          10 574          10 808          

Cash Flow without investments 000 ARS (2 288)        6 310                13 695       16 224       16 935       18 830          19 319          19 610          19 878          20 130          

Cash Flow with investments 000 ARS (323 721)     (5 780)        3 752                11 965       15 164       (31 529)     18 472          18 935          19 254          19 517          256 998        

Needed Subsidy for NG (Econ to full  Malargue Tariff) 000 ARS (11 810)     (34 179)            (53 255)     (60 002)     (62 796)     (64 646)         (66 648)         (67 896)         (69 075)         (70 195)         

Patagonian Subsidy to NG (Full Tariff to Differencial) 000 ARS (5 525)        (15 990)            (24 914)     (28 071)     (29 378)     (30 243)         (31 180)         (31 764)         (32 315)         (32 839)         

ANR for adress and houses adequation 000 ARS (34 562)     (26 020)            (17 558)     (11 468)     (5 615)        (3 717)           (3 717)           (3 638)           (3 796)           (3 796)           

TOTAL COSTS FOR STATE 000 ARS -               (51 896)     (76 189)            (95 727)     (99 541)     (97 789)     (98 606)         (101 545)      (103 298)      (105 186)      (106 830)      

CONSOLIDATED TOTAL COSTS 000 ARS -               (67 425)     (93 759)            (114 965)   (119 493)   (118 390)   (119 268)      (122 673)      (124 738)      (126 927)      (128 861)      

NET GLOBAL RESULT 000 ARS (43 855)     (29 526)            (19 459)     (14 824)     (11 343)     (11 353)         (13 366)         (15 253)         (17 307)         (19 145)         

Cash Flow without investments 000 ARS (36 139)     (21 635)            (11 441)     (6 720)        (3 185)        (2 104)           (4 099)           (5 966)           (8 003)           (9 823)           

Cash Flow with investments 000 ARS (323 721)     (39 630)     (24 194)            (13 170)     (7 780)        (51 649)     (2 462)           (4 483)           (6 322)           (8 364)           227 045        

Global TIR of the project % -8.4%

VAN Net Cash Flowlujo Neto (without investments) 000 ARS -$ 80 614

VAN Net Cash Flow of investments 000 ARS -$ 346 435
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The same cash flow, expressed in thousands of US dollars, is as follows: 

 

And the results of its financial indicators are as follows: 

 

Cash Flow with Subsidies/Savings Unit 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

NG Tariffs Incomes 000 USD 92         267       416       469       491       505       521       531       540       549       

Solar Com Energy Incomes - SelfConsumption 000 USD -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        

Solar Com Energy Incomes - injected to SIN 000 USD -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        

TOTAL INCOME (consumers) 000 USD 92         267       416       469       491       505       521       531       540       549       

Avoided Subsidies (EE SIN) 000 USD 109       247       339       343       322       297       270       243       217       192       

Avoided Subsidies (EE Alta Montaña) 000 USD 8            19         26         27         25         23         21         19         17         15         

Avoided Subsidies (GLP) 000 USD 1            3            5            6            6            6            6            7            7            7            

Savings of sustitution of other sources to NG 000 USD 183       536       808       904       944       971       1 007    1 030    1 051    1 070    

CONSOLIDATED TOTAL INCOME 000 USD 394       1 073    1 595    1 748    1 788    1 802    1 826    1 829    1 831    1 833    

Investments 000 USD (5 407)  (58)        (43)        (29)        (18)        (809)      (6)          (6)          (6)          (6)          (6)          

Final Value (liquid BRR at 2030) 000 USD -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        3 962    

Depreciations 000 USD (129)      (132)      (134)      (135)      (136)      (154)      (155)      (155)      (155)      (156)      

OPEX 000 USD (239)      (249)      (256)      (261)      (263)      (264)      (266)      (267)      (268)      (270)      

Gas for burning 000 USD (12)        (26)        (38)        (43)        (44)        (46)        (47)        (48)        (49)        (49)        

Non Accounted Gas 000 USD (7)          (16)        (23)        (26)        (27)        (28)        (29)        (29)        (30)        (30)        

Uncollectible 000 USD (1)          (2)          (4)          (4)          (5)          (5)          (5)          (5)          (5)          (5)          

Gross Results 000 USD (167)      (26)        95         136       152       163       175       182       188       194       

TAX 000 USD -        -        -        (0)          (6)          (3)          (7)          (9)          (11)        (13)        

Net Results 000 USD (167)      (26)        95         136       147       160       168       172       177       181       

Cash Flow without investments 000 USD (38)        105       229       271       283       315       323       328       332       336       

Cash Flow with investments 000 USD (5 407)  (97)        63         200       253       (527)      309       316       322       326       4 293    

Needed Subsidy for NG (Econ to full  Malargue Tariff) 000 USD (197)      (571)      (890)      (1 002)  (1 049)  (1 080)  (1 113)  (1 134)  (1 154)  (1 172)  

Patagonian Subsidy to NG (Full Tariff to Differencial) 000 USD (92)        (267)      (416)      (469)      (491)      (505)      (521)      (531)      (540)      (549)      

ANR for adress and houses adequation 000 USD (577)      (435)      (293)      (192)      (94)        (62)        (62)        (61)        (63)        (63)        

TOTAL COSTS FOR STATE 000 USD (867)      (1 273)  (1 599)  (1 663)  (1 633)  (1 647)  (1 696)  (1 725)  (1 757)  (1 784)  

CONSOLIDATED TOTAL COSTS 000 USD (1 126)  (1 566)  (1 920)  (1 996)  (1 977)  (1 992)  (2 049)  (2 083)  (2 120)  (2 152)  

NET GLOBAL RESULT 000 USD (732)      (493)      (325)      (248)      (189)      (190)      (223)      (255)      (289)      (320)      

Cash Flow without investments 000 USD (604)      (361)      (191)      (112)      (53)        (35)        (68)        (100)      (134)      (164)      

Cash Flow with investments 000 USD (5 407)  (662)      (404)      (220)      (130)      (863)      (41)        (75)        (106)      (140)      3 792    

Global TIR of the project % -8.4%

VAN Net Cash Flowlujo Neto (without investments) 000 USD -$ 1 346

VAN Net Cash Flow of investments 000 USD -$ 5 786
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2.5.3. Results - SC Scenario (with subsidies avoided) 

Lastly, the Cash Flow of the scenario that considers only the investment in a Solar Community is presented below, now considering the incidence of the 
subsidies avoided by the same, expressed in thousands of pesos (ARS): 

 

The results of the financial indicators of this cash flow are as follows: 

 

Cash Flow with Subsidies/Savings Unit 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

NG Tariffs Incomes 000 ARS -               -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

Solar Com Energy Incomes - SelfConsumption 000 ARS -               13 709       13 624             13 540       13 457       13 374       13 292          13 210          13 129          13 048          12 968          

Solar Com Energy Incomes - injected to SIN 000 ARS -               -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

TOTAL INCOME (consumers) 000 ARS -               13 709       13 624             13 540       13 457       13 374       13 292          13 210          13 129          13 048          12 968          

Avoided Subsidies (EE SIN) 000 ARS 12 835       11 530             10 345       9 265         8 277         7 371            6 537            5 769            5 059            4 401            

Avoided Subsidies (EE Alta Montaña) 000 ARS 2 146         2 038                1 939         1 848         1 765         1 688            1 616            1 550            1 488            1 430            

Avoided Subsidies (GLP) 000 ARS -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

Savings of sustitution of other sources to NG 000 ARS -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

CONSOLIDATED TOTAL INCOME 000 ARS -               28 689       27 192             25 825       24 570       23 416       22 350          21 364          20 447          19 595          18 799          

Investments 000 ARS (102 463)     -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

Final Value (liquid BRR at 2030) 000 ARS -               -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 49 182          

Depreciations 000 ARS -               (4 099)        (4 099)              (4 099)        (4 099)        (4 099)        (4 099)           (4 099)           (4 099)           (4 099)           (4 099)           

OPEX 000 ARS (1 537)        (1 537)              (1 537)        (1 537)        (1 537)        (1 537)           (1 537)           (1 537)           (1 537)           (1 537)           

Gas for burning 000 ARS -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

Non Accounted Gas 000 ARS -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

Uncollectible 000 ARS (137)           (136)                  (135)           (135)           (134)           (133)              (132)              (131)              (130)              (130)              

Gross Results 000 ARS 12 034       11 951             11 868       11 785       11 703       11 622          11 541          11 461          11 381          11 301          

TAX 000 ARS (2 778)        (2 748)              (2 719)        (2 690)        (2 662)        (2 633)           (2 605)           (2 577)           (2 549)           (2 521)           

Net Results 000 ARS 9 257         9 203                9 149         9 095         9 042         8 989            8 936            8 884            8 832            8 780            

Cash Flow without investments 000 ARS 13 355       13 301             13 247       13 194       13 140       13 087          13 035          12 982          12 930          12 879          

Cash Flow with investments 000 ARS (102 463)     13 355       13 301             13 247       13 194       13 140       13 087          13 035          12 982          12 930          62 061          

Needed Subsidy for NG (Econ to full  Malargue Tariff) 000 ARS -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

Patagonian Subsidy to NG (Full Tariff to Differencial) 000 ARS -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

ANR for adress and houses adequation 000 ARS -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

TOTAL COSTS FOR STATE 000 ARS -               -             -                    -             -             -             -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 

CONSOLIDATED TOTAL COSTS 000 ARS -               (4 452)        (4 422)              (4 392)        (4 362)        (4 332)        (4 303)           (4 274)           (4 245)           (4 216)           (4 188)           

NET GLOBAL RESULT 000 ARS 24 238       22 771             21 433       20 208       19 084       18 047          17 090          16 202          15 379          14 612          

Cash Flow without investments 000 ARS 28 336       26 869             25 532       24 307       23 182       22 146          21 188          20 301          19 477          18 710          

Cash Flow with investments 000 ARS (102 463)     28 336       26 869             25 532       24 307       23 182       22 146          21 188          20 301          19 477          67 892          

Global TIR of the project % 22.3%

VAN Net Cash Flowlujo Neto (without investments) 000 ARS $ 150 443

VAN Net Cash Flow of investments 000 ARS $ 68 137
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The same cash flow, expressed in thousands of US dollars, is as follows: 

 

And the results of its financial indicators are as follows: 

 

Cash Flow with Subsidies/Savings Unit 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

NG Tariffs Incomes 000 USD -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        

Solar Com Energy Incomes - SelfConsumption 000 USD 229       228       226       225       223       222       221       219       218       217       

Solar Com Energy Incomes - injected to SIN 000 USD -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        

TOTAL INCOME (consumers) 000 USD 229       228       226       225       223       222       221       219       218       217       

Avoided Subsidies (EE SIN) 000 USD 214       193       173       155       138       123       109       96         84         74         

Avoided Subsidies (EE Alta Montaña) 000 USD 36         34         32         31         29         28         27         26         25         24         

Avoided Subsidies (GLP) 000 USD -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        

Savings of sustitution of other sources to NG 000 USD -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        

CONSOLIDATED TOTAL INCOME 000 USD 479       454       431       410       391       373       357       342       327       314       

Investments 000 USD (1 711)  -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        

Final Value (liquid BRR at 2030) 000 USD -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        821       

Depreciations 000 USD (68)        (68)        (68)        (68)        (68)        (68)        (68)        (68)        (68)        (68)        

OPEX 000 USD (26)        (26)        (26)        (26)        (26)        (26)        (26)        (26)        (26)        (26)        

Gas for burning 000 USD -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        

Non Accounted Gas 000 USD -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        

Uncollectible 000 USD (2)          (2)          (2)          (2)          (2)          (2)          (2)          (2)          (2)          (2)          

Gross Results 000 USD 201       200       198       197       195       194       193       191       190       189       

TAX 000 USD (46)        (46)        (45)        (45)        (44)        (44)        (44)        (43)        (43)        (42)        

Net Results 000 USD 155       154       153       152       151       150       149       148       148       147       

Cash Flow without investments 000 USD 223       222       221       220       219       219       218       217       216       215       

Cash Flow with investments 000 USD (1 711)  223       222       221       220       219       219       218       217       216       1 037    

Needed Subsidy for NG (Econ to full  Malargue Tariff) 000 USD -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        

Patagonian Subsidy to NG (Full Tariff to Differencial) 000 USD -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        

ANR for adress and houses adequation 000 USD -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        

TOTAL COSTS FOR STATE 000 USD -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        -        

CONSOLIDATED TOTAL COSTS 000 USD (74)        (74)        (73)        (73)        (72)        (72)        (71)        (71)        (70)        (70)        

NET GLOBAL RESULT 000 USD 405       380       358       338       319       301       285       271       257       244       

Cash Flow without investments 000 USD 473       449       426       406       387       370       354       339       325       313       

Cash Flow with investments 000 USD (1 711)  473       449       426       406       387       370       354       339       325       1 134    

Global TIR of the project % 22.3%

VAN Net Cash Flowlujo Neto (without investments) 000 USD $ 2 513

VAN Net Cash Flow of investments 000 USD $ 1 138
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2.6. Executive Summary Conclusions 

Below is a summary chart of the main conclusions obtained in the current project, in relation to four main 
vectors of analysis: 

 

ENERGY
•IIncorporating NG supply by networks would bring advantages to the local energy supply, 

since it assures the continuity of the service, with minimum risk of interruptions.

•The construction of the NG network should be executed, facing investment and operation 
costs, by a Third Party (Province/Municipality), authorized as a Sub-Distributor by 
ENARGAS. The operation of the LNG Storage system (virtual gas pipeline to LNG) should 
be carried out by a Storage Company authorized by ENARGAS.

•Complementing the electric supply by means of NCRE, under the solar community 
scheme, would be technically feasible and presents advantages for all the agents involved. 
The additional complementary use of batteries is not reasonable.

•The existing thermal generation is in adequate conditions and can be maintained as a cold 
reserve, although its use is considered even less than the current one in case there is a NG 
network and/or complementary solar generation in the district.

•Based on the information gathered in Output 2 surveys, the conclusions of the final report 
of the study indicate other reasonable action plans that could be developed in the future 
to promote local energy solutions.

ENVIRONMENTAL
•The use of NG in Uspallata would reduce the long-term carbon footprint by approximately 

1700 Ton CO2Eq per year, in relation to current energy sources.

•The installation of a 1.8 MW Solar Community, would reduce the long term carbon 
footprint in the order of 1750 additional Ton CO2Eq per year.

•Both solutions are complementary in this aspect and, in addition, would generate a 
contribution to the country in relation to the NDCs committed in the Paris agreement.

•Likewise, the reduction of the use of firewood avoids deforestation and improves the 
regional ecosystem.

SOCIAL
•Supplying the city with natural gas through networks would improve the quality of life and 

comfort of the inhabitants, especially during the peak period of winter consumption, 
avoiding the logistical difficulties of supplying liquid fuels or wood, as well as the harmful 
effects on health due to domestic combustion for heating. 

•It would also enhance the possibilities of developing commercial, service and productive 
activities in the city.

•The incorporation of the solar community itself to the management of the situation also 
generates contributions to community development that are of great value for localities 
like Uspallata and that can be replicated in localities in a similar situation. This type of 
local initiative can constitute a starting point for a joint undertaking, with great 
development potential to solve local problems in an autonomous and sustainable way, in 
accordance with the new municipalist conceptions that have been incorporated in the 
Constitutional Reform Project of the Province of Mendoza.

ECONOMIC
•The NG network is 69% cheaper for the average customer when considering the 

differential tariffs of Malargue and taking into account the savings in other energy 
sources. This and the advantages of NG can lead to a solid adoption of the service. 
However, important subsidies will be required and must be approved by National Law.

•In addition, it should be considered as a mechanism to help users face the costs of 
internal adaptation for the connection to the new NG network, since it is a serious barrier 
at the time of developing the network.

•Moreover, the installation of a solar community in the city brings clear economic benefits 
for the users, for the distributor and for the National State.
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2.6.1. Final Conclusion 

As a corollary to this project, we can say that both the incorporation of NG supply by networks and the 
adoption of a Solar Community scheme to complement the electricity supply, are approaches that have 
both strengths and weaknesses. 

The incorporation of NG supply by networks would undoubtedly generate a clear improvement in the 
quality of life of the inhabitants. However, reaching a scenario of economic and financial viability would 
require significant subsidies, which could somehow mitigate the overall beneficial effect of the proposal, 
even from an environmental perspective. 

Likewise, the Solar Community scheme has the disadvantage of not being regulated yet. However, in 
addition to appearing as viable from the technical and economic-financial point of view, it provides a 
scenario of notably superior environmental improvement, is acceptable from the social perspective and 
exhibits a fundamental advantage: its scalability. Indeed, the Solar Community scheme is easily replicable, 
even for locations with restricted or limited accessibility, and can be adapted to the needs of the 
community for which it is being considered 

For all the above reasons, we understand that the alternative of adopting a Solar Community scheme is 
presented as more attractive and in accordance with the purposes of this study, so it is more advisable. 
Likewise, there are initiatives related to specific programs that promote energy efficiency in homes, which 
could be very useful in the short term, as described in the item of conclusions on energy impact. 

It is clear that the entity that promotes the adoption of one or another proposal must evaluate the 
convenience of the same according to opportunity reasons, which exceed the competence of this 
Consulting team. 


